Introduction
Cloud storage is a new type of network storage environment and it has rapidly grown in popularity over the past few years. Massively scalable computing and storage resources are delivered as a certain service using Internet technologies. As an efficient management method, the reemergence of virtualization allows those physical resources in cloud system to be shared among a vast number of users. Thus thousands of independent service consumers could share the same storage service in the future. As storage space is accessed by multi-users in cloud [1] , more and more files are shared by different application. How to eliminate those duplicate data in cloud storage system and how to utilize the information among those shared data to calculate the file correlation have become hot research topics in network storage environment [2] . In addition, when one user modifies the sharing file in his data space, how to transfer the information to other users is another important problem that we must confront with.
Meanwhile, energy aware is one of the most significant issues that we have confronted with in green storage [3] . As the duplicate data in storage system consume numerous storage capacity and energy, we must try our best to find the effective means to lower energy consumption while accommodate to data growth. Currently used duplicate data detection and elimination methods commonly focus on saving storage space and declining storage costs while seldom take the relationship between files into consideration. But in information retrieval field, methods such as Google's PageRank [4, 5] show that abundant relationships among web resources can help to generate useful ranking of search results. Hence it is reasonable to take advantage of links between web documents to calculate web correlation [6] . As high correlation also exists between duplicate files, we can similarly utilize the duplicate information to calculate the coefficient between files. The new opportunity introduced by cloud and green storage motivates us to propose a more powerful correlation algorithm named Block-Ranking in this paper. As we know, MapReduce [7] is a programming model and framework introduced by Google for data intensive cloud computing on commodity clusters. So it is utilized to reduce computing overload and enhance process efficiency by parallelizing the Block-Ranking application in cloud environment.
Architecture of Cloud System
Cloud offers a powerful abstraction that provides virtualized infrastructure, platform or software as a service where the complexity of fine-grained resource management is hidden from the user. In traditional network storage environment, users often store those data on local storage devices, while service consumers in public cloud store all of their data in the cloud's common storage pool. Thus the architecture of cloud is different from the traditional storage system [8] . In this paper, we regard cloud as a new type of network storage environment and the following Block-Ranking algorithm is implemented in this environment. Meanwhile, with the fast-paced growth of digital data and the exploding information retrieval costs, researchers are looking for new ways to effectively query those related data in multi-user environment [9, 10] . In this section, we describe a cloud architecture that integrates storage service, computing service and retrieval mechanisms into a unified framework to support content similarity searching. As shown in Figure 1 , the architecture of cloud is composed of three layers: Nodes of storage & computing layer (NSCL), virtualization of storage & computing layer (VSCL), and service provider & interface layer (SPIL). NSCL collects all kinds of storage and computing resources (CPU&GPU) which can be dynamically joined or eliminated as intelligent nodes. It also provides three kinds of access modes including block, file and object interface to extend the storage scalability. The underlying resources are virtualized by middle VSCL, which integrates heterogeneous storage and computing power to generate a virtual resource pool. When users need to process the information that they have stored in cloud platform, a virtual machine is generated to handle the processing. And those applications encapsulated within virtual machines are dynamically mapped onto a pool of physical servers by VSCL. In order to conveniently interact with users, virtualized storage, computing and retrieval service are provided to the upper level. All kinds of application can easily utilize the cloud system through standard service interface such as SOAP or REST in SPIL.
As storage space is accessed by multi-users in cloud environment, duplication among files become a common phenomenon. Figure 1 Hence, all those block-related information can be used to calculate the correlation between files. When users deliver query requests through retrieval service interface, content similarity retrieval is executed, meanwhile, those files that matching query requests and the related files that contain duplicate blocks are returned to users for browse. The inverted indexing structure and Block-Ranking method will be described in following sections.
Content-based Data Partition
In order to explore the file redundancy, some methods are essential to separate a file into several small parts. There are three commonly used partition strategies in this field. The first one analyzes the file structure to extract information. For example, we can partition an email into attachment and the main body. By comparing the hashing value of attachment, the relationship between emails can be generated. It is easy to implement this method but the scalability is not so good, for it can only handle special file type. Fixed-sized partitioning [11] is another strategy used to employ a fixed block size which is independent of the content that has been stored, and objects are partitioned into blocks of the same size. As we can see, this method is highly sensitive to the modification of files. And any modification of the beginning parts of a file may change all of the blocks' content. So it is hard to find a good partition length that is suitable to all files.
As introduced in [12] , the third approach is content-based chunking. It is a method to break a file into a sequence of chunks so that chunk boundaries are determined by the local contents of the file. The algorithm has been proposed to divide objects into variable sized chunks, instead of fixed-sized blocks, in order to easily identify the amount of duplicate data. The commonly used prototypical content-based chunking algorithm is sliding window algorithm. By utilizing this method, sensitivity to the modification of objects can be reduced by partitioning those objects into variable-sized chunks and it is more convenient to calculate the file correlation. To efficiently utilize those partitioned blocks to calculate the coefficient of files, a hash function is needed to convert the physical chunks to logical value. The advantages of utilizing hashing value to implement Block-Ranking rather than the chunk itself lie on the shorter comparison time and the fixed length is convenient for lookup. The workflow of content hashing is as follows: firstly, the file is partitioned by previously defined data partition method. Then we use the SHA-1 hash function to calculate the hashing value of a block, which is used to represent the block address and named as the block identifier (Block_ID) [13] . As shown in Figure 2 , the record is represented as a series of binary values and the Block_ID's suffix corresponds to the block offset in files. Secondly, because the list of Block_ID can be directly regarded as the fingerprint of the files, while the length of file is variable and the number of blocks is not fixed. In order to universally identify a file, we utilize MD5 method to calculate a special file content identifier of the above binary sequence. The result is also a hashing value and is presented as Data_ID.
Matrix of Inverted File
In modern information retrieval, inverted file [14, 15] has become the standard indexing method in many content-based retrieval applications. An inverted file is composed of term table and record file. The term table includes the word to formulate files and the record file includes all files that contain certain term. As Data_ID is consists of a set of Block_IDs and the function of Block_ID in certain Data_ID is similar to the term (keyword) in a record file, we can utilize inverted file method to construct the inverted matrix of storage system to deliver efficient content similarity retrieval. Similar to inverted file, the hashing value of block is regarded as the word to construct a file, Block_ID is regarded as the representation of a word, and Data_ID is regarded as the identifier of a file. As shown in Figure 3 , the structure of Data_ID is represent as <Data_ID，block offset> to conveniently record the position of blocks. With the additional position information, we can efficiently calculate the file correlation between files and enhance the retrieval precision.
The core algorithm of indexing lies in constructing a document-level index for Block-Ranking query evaluation. It needs to point out that the value of Block_ID and Data_ID are synchronously changed corresponding to the variety of file content. For conveniently analysis, the fingerprints are represented as matrix style. As shown in Figure 3 , the row of matrix represents Block_ID and the number i indicates the sorted sequence of blocks. The column of matrix represents the file's Data_ID and element M i,j indicates the offset of Block_ID i in Data_ID j . When a new file is added to the storage system, a column is inserted into the matrix and the block offset information is recorded in the matrix's corresponding position. For example, when a new file m is inserted, according to the data partition method, it is obvious that file m consists of two blocks. By comparing the new Block_IDs with the originally stored Block_IDs, we can easily find that the first file block is the same as Block_ID 3 and '1' is inserted to row 3 column m of the matrix. But there is not any stored Block_ID the same as the second block hashing value of file m, so '2' is inserted to row n column m of the matrix to indicate that it is the second block of file m. 
Notification of File Renew
In addition to the above inverted index matrix that utilize content partition and duplicate information to represent the relationship between block and file, another similar case is the shared files among different users that we have mentioned in section 2. In cloud environment, files are shared by many users, so we can use inverted matrix to represent the relationship between users and the files that they own. If the content of a shared file has been modified by its owner, the other co-owners should be notified for consistency purpose. As shown in Figure 4 , the procedure is as follow: firstly, the changed file's Data_ID is used to get those modified blocks according to the Block-Data matrix. Then those files that consist of the corresponding duplicate blocks can be pointed out and their Data_IDs are used to find the users who share the same files. For example, when User 2 modified Data 2 in his own storage space, we found that Block 2 is the block that has been changed with Data 2 according to the Block-Data matrix. Because Data 1 shares the same block with Data 2 , we conclude that the owner of Data 1 must be notified of the changing. From the Data-User matrix, it's easy to find that the unique owner of Data 1 is User 1 , so we deliver the block changing information to User 1 for consistent purpose. As far as we can see, the relationship between files is based on partitioned blocks but not on file itself. So the information of these blocks can be used to calculate the content correlation, which will be further discussed in next section. 
Block Ranking
Previous studies [16] on file correlations entail extracting semantic information from documents, but seldom concentrate on the block correlations. Block_ID can reflect the relationship between blocks by identifying the same hashing values among files. As the document is represented as a vector which is composed of a series of hashing value, we utilize Block_ID to calculate the correlation. So the correlation between files is converted to the relationship between hashing value of blocks. When user submits query request through service interface, the cloud system not only returns those entirely matching results, but those highly related query results. The related files that we mentioned here are those files that share certain Block_IDs. So the coefficient that has been calculated is a block-based content similarity but not the commonly used semantic similarity and this kind of algorithm is called Block-Ranking. The steps are as follows: Firstly, according to the Data-User matrix, we cluster all files that belong to the same user into one logic group and define each of them as Group. So the files in a storage system can be clustered into several logical groups representing as {Group A those similar files that contain the same Block_IDs can be founded from the Block-Data matrix by comparing the hashing value of Block_IDs. Sometimes these files are distributed in different logical groups, but as these files physically share duplicate blocks, they can reshape a physical group that consist of several related logical groups. Then the relationship among Groups can be calculated with the following formulation: SIM Inter (Group i , Group j )= Num_DUP i,j /Num_MAX , in which Num_DUP i,j represents the number of duplicate blocks between two logical groups, Num_MAX represents the total block quantity of group i or group j (the bigger one). All those files that contain at lease one duplicate block are regarded as similar files and we cluster the closest logical groups into one big group by utilizing the above formulation.
The formulation above represents the inter-relationship between two groups, while the innerrelationship among files within one group can be calculated in the similar way. The ratio between the number of duplicate blocks and the total block's number of files can be considered as the correlation of two files. We define the similarity between Datam and Datan as:
SIM Inner (Data m , Data n )= Num_DUP m,n / NUM m , in which NUM m represents the total block quantity of Data m . The two formulas above not only consider the logical information between users, but take the physical information of duplicate blocks into consideration to calculate the correlation. Finally, when user delivers a query request, the matching result in logical group and the related files that contain duplicate blocks in other groups are returned to user for browse. As shown in Figure 5 , group A and group B are two logical groups in one storage system. File A 1 is the only element in group A, and group B is consists of three files. Supposing A 1 is the unique result that completely matches the query request, while 
Matrix Partition
According to the analysis above, the scale of inverted matrix explodes greatly with the increase of matrix dimension. For example, a storage system with 100 files, while each file is divided into 10 blocks, so a 1000*100 matrix should be used to describe the relationship between blocks and files on the worst condition. In order to enhance the retrieval efficiency, we must divide a high dimensional matrix into several sub-matrixes in order to reduce the matrix dimension and utilize the parallel method to quicken computing simultaneously. As shown in Figure 6 , vertical partition and block partition are two kinds of method that have been implemented in cloud environment. Because files can be classified into some groups by cluster method [17] that describes in section 5, we can utilize those groups to partition matrix. The columns that belong to the same groups are partitioned into one sub-matrix. This principal can minimize the correlation between sub-matrixes that have been partitioned and this type of partition is regarded as vertical partition. As the dimension of inverted matrix is very high, those submatrixes' dimension still remains high even after the vertical partition. Because sub-matrix is sparse, we can use another method called block partition to modify the distribution of sub-matrix in order to enable it to mainly contain non-zero elements.
In large-scale system, to take cloud environment for example, data process often performs in a decentralized manner. Most applications are characterized by parallel processing of massive data-sets stored in the underlying shared storage system. MapReduce is one popular programming model that enables data analytics by parallel processing data to enhance processing efficiency. The model is easy to use since it hides the details of parallelization, fault-tolerance, locality optimization and load balancing. A MapReduce job is composed of two steps: map and reduce. As shown in Figure 7 , the partitioned inverted matrix is divided into several sub-matrixes that signed with P1, P2…. Pn. Then these sub-matrixes are distributed to lots of machines to process. After all those computing processes are finished, a Reduce operation integrates those mapped information into the final result that we want to handle. 
Experimental Results
In this paper, the corpus of experiment is the reference documents of TREC [18] in 10 years. Fixedsized partitioning is utilized as the partition strategy to divide file, and the duplicate rate is calculated by comparing the amount of duplicate blocks in corpus. As described in section 5, the Block-Ranking formulation only reflects the relationship among files, while the duplicate rate of the storage system can be calculated by formulation:
SIM mix = Num_DUP/Num_MAX , in which Num_DUP represents the number of duplicate blocks in all logical groups, and the Num_MAX represents the total block quantity in all Groups. According to the formulation above, there is only one logic group in single-user environment and all of the files in the test corpus are owned by one user. Hence, only those files that contain duplicate blocks are regarded as related ones. As shown in Table 1 , the duplicate rate is around 4% and duplication is not a very common phenomenon in single-user environment. Because lots of files are shared by many users, duplication is more common in cloud storage system than in tradition storage system. The experiment is based on the following assumption: Those files that contain at least one duplicate block are regarded as related files, and the shared files between different users are regarded as related ones even though they do not have any duplicate blocks. The assumption above reflects physical and logical sharing among files and these two kinds of characteristics are compounded to calculate the mixed duplicate rate in cloud environment.
As shown in Table 2 , ten users randomly choose certain files from the TREC corpus and 10% preselected files are shared by each user. According to the formulations that describe in section 5 and section 7, the inter-duplicate rate is around 10% and the logic group number is 10. Because all files in the test corpus are distributed in different logic groups, the inner-duplicate rate of each group is lower than the duplicate rate in Table 1 . But as each file is composed of certain blocks and some files are shared by multi-users, neither the inner-duplicate rate nor the inter-duplicate rate is bigger than the To measure the impact of matrix partition on retrieval performance, we did some other experiments on our test platform. As Eucalyptus [19] is an open source cloud platform and it allows users to store persistent data that have been organized as eventually consistent buckets and objects. Meanwhile, its interface is compatible with Amazon's S3 (simple storage service) and allows user to set the access policies, we can easily take advantage of Eucalyptus to construct a basic cloud environment for test. The basic configuration is as follow: Above Eucalyptus cloud platform, a Hadoop-based [20] distributed file system is utilized to divide the inverted matrix and process the sub-matrix. The platform consists of 15 nodes in addition to one physical machine functioning as cloud controller and cluster controller. Each node in the cluster is composed of 4 cores 2.8 GHz CPUs and four 1T SATA disks, where 4 CentOS5.3 virtual machines can be started up in workstation running Xen 3.2.0. Meanwhile, Lucene [21] is utilized as a retrieval facility to provide search interface and to construct file's index. Assuming the separated process time of each sub-matrix is T si , and defining the time that has been consumed to partition matrix & combine sub-processing results into final output as T MapReduce , then the total retrieval time that the cloud platform has taken to find the matching results can be described as the following formulation:
T retrieval = max(T s1 , T s2 ,….. T sn ) + T MapReduce In order to measure the impact of MapReduce and matrix partition on retrieval performance, we introduce two kinds of experiments to distinguish different application scenarios. The first one regards all files in reference document of TREC as test corps and the total file number is fixed to 1800. While the sub-matrix number ranges from 1 to 10, then all these sub-matrixes are distributed to different nodes by MapReduce. As shown in Figure 8 , when sub-matrix number is small, the speedup causing by MapReduce is not very obvious because non-parallel processing plays an important role in retrieval. With the increase of sub-matrix number, more parallelization can be used to enhance the retrieval efficiency and the query time has greatly decreased at the same time. The retrieval time are computed from the average query time collected from 20 experiments. We confirmed that this number of experiments is sufficient to reflect the retrieval performance in all kinds of experimental environment. The second experimental scenario supposing the user number is fixed to 10 and the file number per user ranges from 10 to 180, so the file number in test corps ranges from 100 to 1800. Under such circumstances, three kinds of retrieval methods are compared: Lucene-based retrieval utilizes the traditional ranking method (TF-IDF) to sort query results. Block-Ranking retrieval applies the BlockRanking algorithm that we have described before to calculate the correlation between files. Because International Journal of Digital Content Technology and its Applications Volume 4, Number 3, June 2010
Block-Ranking retrieval is composed of content retrieval and similarity retrieval, it consumes more retrieval time than Lucene-based retrieval do. As far as MapReduce-enhanced retrieval is concerned, by partitioning the big indexing matrix into several sub-matrixes, MapReduce facility can be used to parallelize the processing procedure of retrieval. As shown in Figure 9 , with the increasing of file number, the scale of inverted matrix explodes rapidly and it consumes much more time to search the big indexing file. Hence, the performance of Lucene-based retrieval and Block-Ranking retrieval are greatly declined. But the retrieval time of MapReduce-enhanced Block-Ranking strategy remains at a low level even when the file number is reaching to 1800 or even bigger. As shown in experiments above, although matrix partition based on MapReduce may simplify the retrieval operation over mass data, and the content-aware design in this paper can further optimize the performance of cloud system by utilizing the inherent and abundant correlations among files. But the drawback of Block-Ranking method lies in it does not consider the relative block position within files. So the algorithm loses sequence information and can not distinguish two files that consist of the same blocks, while the block order is different. We are trying to find a way to overcome the shortcoming in the future. 
Conclusion
This paper presents a content similarity retrieval method named Block-Ranking which utilizes hashing value of duplicate data blocks to calculate the correlation among files in cloud environment. The novelty of Block-Ranking algorithm lies in it not only considers the logic characteristic of shared files, but the physical duplicate information to leverage the relationship among files. Specifically, this paper has made three main contributions: firstly, chunk partition methods are used to break up each file into a sequence of chunks and the hashing value of each chunk is regarded as the identifier of the blocks. Secondly, an inverted index matrix is constructed to conveniently represent the structure among duplicated blocks and matrix partition is utilized to decrease the high dimension of matrix. Finally, we take advantage of MapReduce strategy to increase the parallelizability of Block-Ranking algorithm. The experiment indicates that this Block-Ranking method based on MapReduce has rapidly enhanced the retrieval efficiency in network storage environment.
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